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Creating a company in the post 
Covid-19 era - focus on circular 

start-ups
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What is the impact that Covid-19 has on 
business?

COVID-19 has disrupted value chain, with challenges every step of the way: sourcing
raw material production and logistics; manufacturing during plant shutdowns and social
distancing; reduced warehouse operations; transportation restrictions.

This gives a chance to create new business models and integrate the value organizations
provide into a new societal landscape. It is time to shape a mindset of business
transformation powered by new approaches to technology and responsible leadership.



Covid-19 has an 
impact on the 
value chain

https://www.accenture.com/_acn
media/Thought-Leadership-
Assets/PDF-2/Accenture-
COVID19-Maintaining-Supply-
Chain-Resilience-in-Times-of-
Uncertainty.pdf#zoom=50

https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/Thought-Leadership-Assets/PDF-2/Accenture-COVID19-Maintaining-Supply-Chain-Resilience-in-Times-of-Uncertainty.pdf


Changing consumer behaviour will 
affect what, where and how goods 
and services are delivered - online 

ordering 

More unprecedented events are 
expected, demanding a more reliable 
and flexible supply chain to shift in 
response to changing impacts across 

the supply ecosystem

Cost structures will move from more 
fixed to more variable, with 

investments in accelerating digital 
transformation and investing in 

areas to build skills

Visibility and analytics will be 
essential for companies to focus 

efforts, drive scenario planning and 
rapidly respond to changing 

consumer demand

The “Never 
Normal” Supply 

chain

What will 
happen in the 
next future?



Post Covid-19: driving European
competitiveness and innovation

Competitiveness is not a new challenge for
European business.
From 2000-2019, Europe achieved a real GDP
compound annual growth rate of 1.5 percent.
In contrast, North America’s growth rate was
2.0 percent, while China’s GDP grew by 9.0
percent.
The disruption caused by the pandemic is both
a threat and an opportunity for EU business,
which has a chance to close the
competitiveness gap and recover at pace.
Entrepreneurs and managers must invest in
innovation, technology and people to reinvent
how Europe does business.

https://www.accenture.com/us-
en/about/company/coronavirus-
european-competitiveness-and-innovation

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/about/company/coronavirus-european-competitiveness-and-innovation


A European path for re-invention

https://www.euractiv.com/section/fu
ture-eu/interview/von-der-leyen-we-
now-need-to-build-resilient-green-
digital-europe/

https://www.euractiv.com/section/future-eu/interview/von-der-leyen-we-now-need-to-build-resilient-green-digital-europe/


Post Covid-19: driving European
competitiveness and innovation

(Re)opening, as well as starting a new company, presents an
opportunity—and a need—for many companies to invest in
new competences: to be more green and more digital, data-
driven, and in the cloud; to have more variable cost
structures, agile operations and automation; to create
stronger capabilities in e-commerce and security.



A new start requires 
re-invention

https://www.accenture.com/us-
en/about/company/coronavirus-european-competitiveness-
and-innovation

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/about/company/coronavirus-european-competitiveness-and-innovation


Put
people
first:
how?

Shared workforce 
resilience
Be transparent on working 
opportunities/career pathways

Invest in skills development (focus on 
green and digital ones)

Create personalised learning 
programmes

Allow feedbacks and team engagement

Free up talented people for more 
critical thinking

Leadership for the 
human experience
Give importance to the organization’s 
purpose, values and commitments to its 
people

Be passionate for change and try 
capturing new opportunities

Identify and empower your most 
entrepreneurial and inclusive leaders

Support leaders to lead the charge and 
use them to coach others



How could 
you design 
suitable 
workspaces?

Physical/virtual workplace enablement

• Rethink physical space (more flexible use of  space)
• Create a highly extendable workplace environment with digital technology and 

processes that allow business continuity
• Train managers to manage hybrid, virtual and physical teams
• Put your employees in a space designed to encourage collaboration and 

creativity

Networking and communities

• Foster networks and collaboration technologies that can adjust to rapidly 
changing work patterns

• Be part of  a community of  innovators and take part to networking activities 
(both online and face to face)



Solve in 
phases: 
tips!

Living supply chains

Create intelligent value chains

Create diverse teams that focus on key 
priorities across business functions

Bring together highly skilled, 
distributed teams that can log in 
anytime, anywhere and deliver on 
customer commitments

Agile, flexible operations

Adopt an agile operating model that 
provides flexibility to rapidly pivot to a 
remote-enabled workforce in response 
to dynamic market conditions 

Align critical processes with the 
business strategy and strengthen their 
resilience

Make transactional processes more 
digital and focus on value-led, 
proactive operations to reduce stress on 
operations



How can you 
put in place 
an elastic 
cost 
structure?

Safeguard liquidity

Variabilize costs, including technology 
(e.g. software-as-a-service and the 
cloud), outsourcing and contractors

Enable elastic cost structures by 
creating a culture of  cost control 
ownership and a mindset of  continual 
cost assessment

Implement a flexible office solution 

Fuel growth with new 
investments
Take advantage of  market disruption 
and distress by considering how to 
apply cost savings to new growth 
opportunities

Evaluate adjacent markets



How can you 
be future-
ready?

Clouds and data security 

• Migrate applications to the cloud
• Improve protocols for data, network and systems security to manage use of

personal devices and new collaboration tools

Customer innovation network

• Seek to understand and empathize with customers, putting them at the heart of
how you design—and constantly evolve—your business and your customer
experiences

• Build more personal and less transactional experiences
• Be transparent in your operations



Lead the 
sustainable 
revolution 
Sustainability must be 
integrated into strategy, 
operating models, 
processes and 
technologies to deliver 
sustainable growth.

Low carbon 
Energy Industry 

Transitions

Leading the 
transformation 
of  industries 

towards 
sustainable 

futures

Green IT, cloud 
and software

Reducing the 
footprint of  IT, 

cloud and 
software while 

unleashing 
their potential

Responsible 
Value  Chains

Designing and 
delivering 

trusted, net-
zero and 

circular end-to-
end value 

chains



Re-invention and circularity

Circular economy can support recovery plans in four key areas:

-Reducing supply chain risks: build greater supply-chain resilience by increasing the
local purchase of raw materials, many of which can already be found in existing
products that have reached the end of their useful life;
-Alleviating cost pressures: prioritising purchasing (for businesses this means industrial
reuse of raw materials);
-Creating jobs: circular economy has the potential to bring production at home,
eliminate foreign dependencies and create new green jobs (about 700,000 jobs in Europe
by 2030).



What are the 
principles of 
circular economy?

Project design 
without wastes

Building resilience 
through diversity

Use energy from 
renewable sources

Think in "systems" Waste is food



How to apply circular economy to business 
models 

From the application of the principles of circular economy it is possible to derive a
strong business opportunity, both in the short and long term.

Companies could not only reduce dependence on increasingly scarce and expensive
natural resources, but also transform waste into further revenue streams and at the
same time improving their perception and value proposition towards customers.

However, this is not simple because most of the business activities are based on a linear
approach, and for this reason new business models will have to be developed



How can you apply 
circular economy to 
business models? 

https://simapro.com/2016/5-ways-to-circular-economy-
part-v-circular-supplies/

https://simapro.com/2016/5-ways-to-circular-economy-part-v-circular-supplies/


Circularity strategies
https://www.circle-economy.com/resources/disruptors-
how-circular-start-ups-can-accelerate-the-circular-
economy-transition

https://www.circle-economy.com/resources/disruptors-how-circular-start-ups-can-accelerate-the-circular-economy-transition


Use of the five R-strategies by circular start-ups

Regenerate: the goal is to
retain and restore the health of  
ecosystems and to enhance the 
delivery of  ecosystem services to 
humans through nature-based 
solutions 

Reduce: the goal is to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions  

Reuse: the goal is to reuse old 
assets/components

Recycle: the goal is see recycled 
materials

Recover: the goal is to covert 
wastes into energy sources 

https://assets.website-
files.com/5d26d80e8836af2d12ed12
69/5e318f99025e7163aced572b_DI
SRUPTORS_CIRCULAR%20STA
RT-
UPS_UU_WIP3_OCT%202019.pdf

https://assets.website-files.com/5d26d80e8836af2d12ed1269/5e318f99025e7163aced572b_DISRUPTORS_CIRCULAR%20START-UPS_UU_WIP3_OCT%202019.pdf


Innovation in the value chain

Innovation can take place at different points along the value chain.

A distinction can be made between innovation led internally by the organization
(source), occurring due to interaction with suppliers (upstream) and occurring due to
interaction with customers (downstream).

The downstream and upstream activities are considered to be those driving social
innovations (by modifying the relationships with other actors in the value chain), while
innovations taking place internally are mainly technological.



What is the link between innovation and 
circular strategies?

Circularity strategy 
applied 

Types of innovation applied

Regenerate Core technology

Recover Industrial symbiosis 

Reuse Industrial symbiosis and consumers’ active 
involvement 

Recycle Core technology and development of  industrial 
symbiosis 

Reduce Core technology 

https://assets.website-
files.com/5d26d80e8836af2
d12ed1269/5e318f99025e71
63aced572b_DISRUPTORS
_CIRCULAR%20START-
UPS_UU_WIP3_OCT%20
2019.pdf

https://assets.website-files.com/5d26d80e8836af2d12ed1269/5e318f99025e7163aced572b_DISRUPTORS_CIRCULAR%20START-UPS_UU_WIP3_OCT%202019.pdf


What are the challenges faced by circular 
start-ups?

• Access external financing and needs of multiple forms
of capital

• Access to distribution channels and economies of scale
• Product-service systems (PSS)
• Consumer resistance to circular innovations and/or reluctance to pay a higher price

for them
• Current regulations or laws may obstruct the development of circular solutions



Reinvent your business and new 
opportunities

"The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement
of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for
any use which may be made of the information contained therein."



How co-working spaces could succeed in the 
post-pandemic world 

Prior to the pandemic, co-
working spaces were the fastest-
growing type of  office space in 
commercial real estate. While 
they currently comprise less than 
5% of  the market, they’re 
expected to make up 30% by 
2030, according to real-estate 
company JLL.
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/0
5/04/how-co-working-spaces-
could-succeed-in-the-post-
pandemic-world.html

https://www.us.jll.com/en/coworking-market-growth
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/04/how-co-working-spaces-could-succeed-in-the-post-pandemic-world.html


What will offices look like in the post-
pandemic future?

Remember coworking? When 
independent workers and start-up 
entrepreneurs would pile into 
communal offices, sharing overhead 
and necessities like printers, bathrooms 
and ventilation systems? A fantastic 
idea for saving money on real estate and 
office infrastructure. Not so hot when 
you’re trying to prevent the spread of  
mortal communicable diseases.
https://www.latimes.com/entertainme
nt-arts/story/2020-09-17/hollywood-
second-home-coworking-space-covid-19

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/story/2020-09-17/hollywood-second-home-coworking-space-covid-19


Christiane Maertens, founder of  
DoGoodery, in a coworking pod with 
Evelyn Guerrero at Second Home, a 
work-share space in Hollywood. 

The pandemic has pretty much killed 
coworking, but Second Home has 
managed to survive during the 
COVID-19 pandemic



Can a Co-Working Space Go Online? 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/0
6/26/business/pandemic-honey-
space-online.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/26/business/pandemic-honey-space-online.html


Co-working spaces in pandemic times

Lockdown – is it over?
Small business struggles - opportunity?
Lack of finance – alternative?
Cost structure – business partners?
Govermental support – help?
Stay phisical or go online – time for digitalisation?
Precatuion measures – forever? how to build protocols?



This presents an opportunity—and a 
need—for many STARTUPs to 
build the competences they wish 
they’d invested in before: to be more 
digital, data-driven, and in the cloud; 
to have more variable cost structures, 
agile operations and automation; to 
create stronger capabilities in e-
commerce.



The challenges in reopening are 
greater in some industries than 
others

Understanding of  the number of  jobs that 
can be performed from home, and the 
potential occupational risk from exposure to 
COVID-19 balanced against how essential it 
is to society



Despite ongoing 
uncertainty 
(Re)opening has 
begun



Prospects for the future of businesses

• We could see the quick rebound of Rapid Remission.
• But with the virus still circulating, the possibility of recurrence will remain high with

Cyclical Outbreaks requiring lockdowns to be rapidly reinstated.
• Alternatively, Flattened Curve envisions a measured approach, with reopening taking

place over months not days.
• But companies shouldn’t count on a smooth return. Prolonged Chaos warns that

business may be swamped by people eager to get back to work despite continued
risks. In short, the prospects for reopening are far from certain.

• The easing of restrictions is no guarantee of a quick return to normal. There are a
range of potential scenarios for the evolution of the crisis.



Four potential scenarios

Cyclical Outbreaks: Infections are controlled in past locations but spread to new hot
spots and rebound in old. Patience wears thin with social distancing, opening societal
fissures.

Rapid Remission: The disease is contained, and life returns to normal swiftly.
Government measures work quickly to stabilize the economy.

Prolonged Chaos: Effects to control the virus seem useless. Governments and societies
are strained to the point of breaking. The economy is limited to necessities only and
inflation soars.

Flattened Curve: The rate of infections is slowed but does not go into remission. The
economy shrinks in near permanent ways. Society bends but does not break, pulling
together to sustain government measures.



Not just OPEN or Re–open 
your coworking centre:
its time for A New 
Beginning



Opening a co-working space during a 
pandemic: Spacemade’s story

Starting a business before the onset of a global health
crisis isn’t the ideal situation for any entrepreneur.
That was the case for Jonny Rosenblatt and Dan
Silverman, who co-founded space-as-a-service
provider Spacemade at the end of 2019.
https://allwork.space/2020/07/opening-a-
coworking-space-during-a-pandemic-spacemades-
story/

https://www.spacemade.co/
https://allwork.space/2020/07/opening-a-coworking-space-during-a-pandemic-spacemades-story/


Put people first: sharing is caring

COMMUNICATE WITH 
COMPASSION AND 

CONFIDENCE 

BUILD TRUST WITH 
YOUR PEOPLE THROUGH 

YOUR PURPOSE 

ADDRESS THE DEEPER 
NEEDS OF INSECURE 

WORKERS 



Design your 
working spaces 
that works

Create Create a new employee contract based on mutual trust 

Put Put security at the heart of  workplace design 

Help Help to secure the workplace of  partners 

Rethink Rethink physical space and reframe needs 

Sustain Sustain new digital workers 



Preparing work 
premises- make 
protocols

Health & safety protocols

Controlled access and separation 

Temperature screening 

Staggered start and shift arrangements 

Catering and kitchen protocols 

Protocols for visitors and deliveries 



Redesign your 
business
• Compare your business strategy 

before pandemic and after
• Look for an agile, elastic workplace 

model 
• Shift to a human-machine workforce 
• Adopt a distributed global services 

model 
• Establish a virtual command center
• Prioritize activities that create fuel for 

additional growth 
• Re-constitute leadership teams for re-

invention 



Commit to an elastic cost structure

Lock down short-
term cost 

reductions 

1
Establish elastic 

cost 
transformation 

culture 

2
Look for a long-
term partners in 
order to reduce 

costs

3
Manage and asses  

government 
support programs 

4



Prepare coworking 
for the future

• Rethinking the process of  innovation 
will be at the heart of  reinvention. 

• Listen to your Customers... and 
respond quickly 

• Establish technology scalability with 
the cloud 

• Larger remote workforce, and the 
volatile demand for technology 
increases the need. 

• Manage the risk of  large-scale 
workforce fluctuations. 

• Underpin all areas of  agility and 
experimentation with clearer 
empowerment of  individuals and 
teams. 


